1970s Textwork (Ch.19)

Use chapter 19 (pgs. 847-879) to answer the items below. Write in complete sentences, and in paragraphs where indicated. Write on a separate sheet.

I. Key Terms—Explain what each item is, and why it’s important.

1. Détente
2. Executive privilege
3. Impeach
4. Embargo
5. Disco

II. Essential Questions

6. Why did Pres. Nixon visit China?
7. What was the Watergate scandal about?
8. How did Pres. Carter attempt to deal with the nation’s energy crisis?
10. Paragraph—Read the insert on pgs. 876-877—What Life Was Like...

How do you compare the pop culture of the 1970s to the pop culture of today? Explain what ideas are similar and what ideas are different.